Fuzzy logic applied to the visual inspection of existing buildings has been proposed in relation to simple structures. Isostatic structures are characterized by a unique and known collapse mechanism, which does not vary with geometry or load change. In this paper we apply fuzzy logic to visual inspection for complex structures such as hyperstatic ones in which the collapse mechanism depends not only on the geometry but also on the size and disposition of loads. The goal of this paper is to give relevant weight, in the fuzzy analysis, not only to the single expression of degradation, due to its localization within the element, but also to the structural element itself by assigning a different resistance to the various elements. The underlying aim of the proposed method is to manage, evaluate, and process all the information coming from visual inspections in order to realize a management information system for the evaluation of the safety level of even complex structures.
Introduction
In recent years the need for a reliable evaluation of safety for existing buildings has become ever more necessary [1] .
This request derives both from traumatic events that have caused great impact on the population and also from greater attention paid by public administrations in relation to the recovery of buildings and the need to preserve constructions holding a strategic and functional importance.
In order to formulate an objective judgment on the safety level [2, 3] of existing structures we can identify five operations (not all of them strictly necessary): Through a comparative critical examination of all the information collected, a diagnosis on the degradation level of the structure under observation can be produced.
However, often the only available diagnosis instrument, in order to evaluate the vulnerability of a construction and decide if further damage evaluation with other tools is required, is represented by visual inspections, mainly because of the need to restore safety conditions in a short time.
Thus, visual inspections become the ruling practice in the management of maintenance, even when the number and importance of the constructions are significant.
The process of evaluation of degradation on the basis of the results of visual inspection is heavily affected by subjectivity. The staff in charge of the inspection write down on a safety assessment card a linguistic statement, which represents the subjective judgment for the degradation under examination. When relying only on visual inspection both the problems of dealing with different levels of expertise 2 Journal of Construction Engineering of the inspectors and the problems of handling subjective information on degradation raise this information, expressed by means of linguistic statements, which needs to be turned into objective and reliable assessments.
In order to use visual inspection as a robust and reliable instrument to evaluate the safety level of a construction it was decided to take advantage of the ability of fuzzy logic to treat uncertainty as expressed by linguistic judgments [4, 5] . The information undergoes the three steps of fuzzification, inference, and defuzzification [4, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Thanks to the key role played by inference, where the technical knowledge of experts is taken into account, fuzzy logic is then able to output an objective evaluation of the safety level of a construction, based only on visual inspection.
This method provides a quick, low cost, and reliable way of assessing the evolution of degradation in a structure [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy logic was introduced in 1965 [4, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] as a mathematical theory for dealing with uncertainties expressed using language and is now universally recognized as a highly effective mathematical tool for resolving a wide range of problems characterized with nonprobabilistic uncertainty. Fuzzy logic is innovative: it revolutionizes the classical theory of sets and the semantic concept of truth. We can find a variety of applications in civil engineering [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
According to the traditional definition of "set," an element can belong to a set or not. According to the fuzzy set theory an element belongs to a set with a certain degree of membership [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Similarly, in classical logic a statement is evaluated as "true" or "false" while fuzzy logic assigns a value of partial truth. All this is particularly suitable for those situations where there can be no absolute certainty about a phenomenon. It is useful to specify that such uncertainty can be referred to the judgment of the operator in estimating the phenomenon or to the phenomenon itself.
There are three basic steps of a generic fuzzy process: fuzzification, inference, and defuzzification ( Figure 1) .
The fuzzification procedure consists in transforming the numerical value of the considered variable in its corresponding value of membership to the given fuzzy sets through the corresponding membership function.
The membership functions typically overlap so that values of the variable can partially belong to multiple fuzzy sets. The wider the area that overlaps, the more the uncertainty the system includes.
The procedure of inference involves the application of the rules of combination of fuzzy sets. Usually these are simple linguistic expressions, which are converted to mathematical formalism in the language of the "if . . . then" logic. This is important because information gathered through the examination of a given problem can be used without any translation into formulas, which are often of complex determination.
The output is also a fuzzy membership value that can be used either "raw" as qualitative assessment or defuzzified as a real number, compatible with nonfuzzy approaches [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . 
Safety Assessment
The aim of this research is to determine, through only the process of visual inspection, the probability of failure of an existing building in relation to the state of degradation and to the referred limit state [12] [13] [14] [15] 21] . The value of the safety assessment is well specified by Eurocode [22, 23] as = 10 − , where is the failure probability and the safety exponent can assume values between 1 and 7.
In this study we will refer to the Ultimate Limit State (ULS), which is the limit state associated with collapse or other similar forms of structural failure. The safety assessment is positive if
This inequality indicates the possibility that the state limit defined above is reached. According to Eurocode the probability * that a structure in 50 years will reach the Ultimate Limit State is equal to * = 10 −4 , and (1) can be rewritten as
This value represents the limit value * which must not be exceeded by of the structure so that the safety assessment is positive.
Application of Fuzzy Logic to Hyperstatic Structures
Fuzzy logic applied to the visual inspection of existing buildings has been proposed in relation to simple structures such as isostatic structures [12] [13] [14] [15] . In this research we have taken into account the weight of the event of deterioration in relation to the limit state and the localization of the damage within the structural element [24] [25] [26] [27] .
In this paper we present the results of the application of fuzzy logic to hyperstatic structures.
In particular we chose as a case study the one shown in Figures 2 and 3 , a frame type with bidimensional spans of Journal of Construction Engineering reinforced concrete shown in Figure 3 subject to forms of degradation referable to the ULS [23] .
The situation is more complex, because the collapse mechanism in hyperstatic structures is not unique and depends not only on the geometry but also on the size and disposition of loads [28] [29] [30] . Each structural element has its own weight in relation to the collapsing mechanism.
The expression of degradation will therefore depend on the relevance of the structural element in respect to the whole structure.
It becomes necessary to assign not only the weight that a single expression of degradation has on safety but also the weight that the structural element has on the structure in its entirety, whether it is the beam or the column. It is essential to assign a different resistance to the various structural elements in order to understand which element might collapse sooner than the others.
For this purpose a nonlinear elastic analysis on the twodimensional structure type ( Figure 3 ) was performed with lumped plasticity in accordance with EN 1998-1:2004.
The purpose of this study is not to perform a test, but to identify, through the formation of plastic hinges, the sections that reach the yield point and form the collapse [28] . In fact, if the structure is hyperstatic, that is to say, equipped with external constraints larger in number than those statically sufficient to ensure balance, the formation of a plastic hinge generally does not produce labilization and for this purpose it is necessary that more hinges are activated or occur in different positions in order to allow a collapse mechanism. The hypothesis of considering the two-dimensional structure is valid, because the building in the chosen example is regular.
In order to verify the method, a seismic action was applied to the structure. The seismic action is characterized by the accelerometric horizontal component of the seismic motion. For the calculations, the software DRAIN-2DX (DRAIN-2DX: static and dynamic analysis of inelastic plane structures, software developed at the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign and provided by Professor Mark Aschheim; it is a finite element program for the seismic analysis of linear and nonlinear plane frames) was used. This software applies accelerograms of known seismic events such as the one relative to the earthquake which occurred in El Centro, Imperial Valley, California (USA), in 1940 whose diagram, as a function of time, will be shown later ( Figure 5 ). Tables 1, 2 , 3, and 4.
Input Data. See

Ductility
Class. The structure is tested for medium ductility class. Rotations of the columns at foundation level are prevented (joint constraints). The horizontal elements are considered to be infinitely rigid; that is, it is assumed that there are no relative movements between the different points on the same plane. This hypothesis is valid given the nature of the slab, constructed in reinforced concrete.
Numbering of the Nodes.
The numbers of the nodes inserted in the data input of the program are shown in Figure 3 .
Loads and Masses.
Types of loads applied to the structure are as follows: (ii) Variable loads:
(1) = 0.5 KN/m 2 variable coverage;
(2) = 3 KN/m 2 variables intermediate floors.
Load Combinations.
In order to determine the nodal masses, the following load combination was used:
where (i) and are, respectively, the characteristic values of permanent actions and variables;
(ii) Φ is equal to 1 for the coverage and 0.8 for intermediate floors; Ψ is a combination coefficient for the th variable action; these coefficients take into account the probability that the loads do not act simultaneously on the entire structure during the earthquake; it assumes the value of 0.6 for the variable actions in a crowding and the value of 0 for the variable action due to wind or snow.
For each floor, the following load distribution will be considered: (2) weight of the upper column: 1.0⋅ ⋅ , sup ⋅ℎ , sup ⋅ ℎ/2; (3) weight of the lower column:
The values are given in Table 4 .
Nodal Loads.
It is assumed that the beams are fixed at their ends. Therefore the vertical reactions at the supports and the moments are equal to
Horizontal loads in the nodes are zero, while the vertical loads are given by the sum of the reactions and point loads indicated in Table 4 . Regarding the moments at the nodes, they must be added (with their signs) in the internal nodes. A scheme for the nodal loads with respect to the first floor is shown in Figure 4 .
Nodal load values for each floor are shown in Table 5 , where the nodes are divided into internal and external. 
Based on the convection of signs adopted by the software DRAINDX forces pointing downwards are negative, while counterclockwise moments are positive.
The values of the nodal masses are given in Table 6 . 
Analysis of the Structure with Lumped Plasticity
The results obtained are shown below by applying the accelerogram corresponding to the earthquake which occurred in El Centro, Imperial Valley, California, in 1940 ( Figure 5 ). The history of the development of plastic hinges in the structure under examination is shown in Figure 6 , where the filled circles represent the plastic hinges formed at time , while the empty circles symbolize the plastic hinges developed earlier. The first plastic hinge takes place in the most stressed section, and, therefore, any further increase of load causes other plastic hinges until the structure becomes a mechanism.
This nonsimultaneous formation of plastic hinges involves significant plastic rotations in the hinges that were formed first, which allow the redistribution of moments between critical sections [28] .
It can be noted in Figure 6 that at = 1.3210 sec (earthquake in El Centro) in the structure a soft floor mechanism has taken place that involves yielding on a large part of the columns of the ground floor, before occurring in the beams. A global fragile mechanism was activated.
It is therefore clear how a possible reduction of the section of the lower columns, caused by any type of damage, will further weaken the structure and anticipate collapse.
The weight of columns of the ground floor is greater than the weight of the other elements of the structure. We could therefore build a hierarchy of elements following the story of formation of the plastic hinges. The problem is that this type of analysis can be performed only when the construction under inspection is perfectly known in terms of the geometry of the structure and sections and also of the applied loads.
At this point, it is necessary to give a priori weights to the different elements of the structure according to the regulations [29, 30] , which constructions have to observe in order that the more fragile parts of the constructions are, for example, more protected against failure mechanisms.
In this way, the weight that each structural element has in a hyperstatic structure may coincide with the optimal mechanism of development of plasticization.
Thinking in terms of weight, a greater weight to the columns should be assigned in respect to the beams and, within this differentiation, it is necessary to give greater weight to events related to shear degradation rather than to those related to bending. The remaining problem is therefore to assign to the columns a greater weight than to the beams, also taking into consideration that the columns of the ground floor must have greater weight than those of the first floor.
Fuzzy Logic Applied to Visual Inspection
The aim of this study is to manipulate through fuzzy logic the subjective linguistic judgments expressed by an inspection staff on the visual signs of degradation in order to assess the current safety level of the inspected construction [12] [13] [14] [15] 21] .
The method is consequently divided into two stages: the first consists in the insertion of data obtained by visual inspection on a standard form card (Inspection Card), eventually attaching to it photographs and videos [31] ; the second one, carried out by expert staff, involves the implementation of the analysis method by means of software developed by the authors [12] [13] [14] [15] and further extended for the case under analysis. The data, collected in the Inspection Card, is included in the Evaluation Card shown in Table 7 .
The card consists of five columns. In the first column the structural element under inspection is indicated.
In the second column for each structural element the degradation expressions that are more relevant to the structural element itself are shown. In the third column the inspection staff will write down the assessments of gravity attributed to the different types of degradation. The fourth column shows the weights that each lexical judgment will have on the current safety assessments. The fifth indicates the weight that the structural element holds within the structure under consideration. It is important to stress that the card and the relationship between judgment and weight are constructed according to the expertise of a technically skilled team, while the third column is filled in during the visual inspection by the staff. Our research proposes a manipulation of linguistic subjective judgments expressed by the inspection staff on the degradation of a structure using fuzzy logic. The goal is to assess the current safety level of the inspected construction.
The operator gives a linguistic judgment for each type of degradation . Thus, we have the crisp set of linguistic judgments:
(small (S), medium (M), and large (L)), between which the inspector chooses the most suitable to represent the level of degradation, which is a subjective choice.
With each linguistic judgment the weight that it has on the current safety level using a crisp set of linguistic judgments is associated:
(very small (VS), small (S), slightly small (SLS), medium (M), slightly large (SLL), large (L), and very large (VL)). The weight is defined following the considerations of the expert staff.
For each structural element , the weight that the element has within the structure is given by the skilled staff, using a set of crisp linguistic judgments:
(small (S), medium (M), and large (L)).
The linguistic variables represent our quality input (Figure 1) .
With each linguistic variable we associate a membership function ( ) whose domain is [0, 1]. This function associates with each value belonging to the range [0, 1] a number ( ) in the range [0, 1] that represents the degree of membership of in ; 1 represents the maximum degree of membership and 0 the minimum degree. This interval will be discretized in order to obtain the vectors representative of the individual fuzzy functions, to which the fuzzification, inference, and defuzzification procedures will be applied.
For both the judgments and the weights , the triangular membership functions shown in Figures 7 and 8 were chosen. It should be noted that identical functions S, M, and L for both the judgment and the weight have been chosen, but this is not mandatory.
The membership functions ( ), associated with each linguistic variable small, medium, and large of the weight , have a domain, , between 0 and 1. For the judgments , for the weights , and for the weight the triangular membership functions were chosen as shown in Figure 7 . For the judgement , for the weight , and for the weight the fuzzy functions domain [0, 1] was discretized in = 41 points with 40 intervals equal to 0.025 (Figures 8, 9 , and 10) thus obtaining a 41 × 1 vector.
In Table 8 and in Table 9 the values for , , and for the chosen membership functions for , , and are shown.
The variation range of the domain of the weight varies from −1 to +0.25, the origin is coincident with safety exponent defuzzificated. This discretization proved to be fine enough for the authors' method. Using smaller intervals did not improve results. After several attempts of optimization, it was found that the choice is strictly related to the type of application. It was decided to use the triangular asymmetrical membership functions shown in Figure 10 in which the value of the maximum membership function small corresponds to the average value of the safety exponent defuzzificated. (very small (VS), small (S), slightly small (SLS), medium (M), slightly large (SLL), large (L), and very large (VL)).
Application of the Proposed Method
The proposed method was applied to the generic hyperstatic structure shown in Figure 3 , subject to forms of degradation of the type ULS, giving to the structural elements the weight that they have inside the building in question. It is important to stress that this weight is defined by experts before the inspection takes place. Based on the above considerations, the weight large was assigned to the pillars that constitute the ground floor, medium to those constituting the first floor, and finally small to the beams (Figure 3) .
It is assumed that the structure in question is in an advanced state of degradation and that the Evaluation Card is the one shown in Table 10 for the beams and in Table 11 for the columns. 
WE (large) Figure 10 : The membership functions of the weight that the structural element has within the structure: (small (S), medium (M), and large (L)).
In the last column the safety factors obtained by varying the possible linguistic judgments (small, medium, and large) are listed. An example is shown where an exponent safety is obtained equal to 5.12 using the proposed procedure. This value is obtained by giving the judgment small to the event of degradation. The weight of such a safety issue is medium.
The procedures suggested in the literature are two. The first, based on fuzzy sets theory [8] [9] [10] , follows the approach suggested by Blockley [6, 7] using the intersection operator, merge and fuzzy relations. The second procedure, recommended by Tee et al. [32] , is based on the algebra of fuzzy numbers [8] [9] [10] with the use of the weighted average. In this study we followed and extended the first procedure in accordance with Acito [21] .
The intersection operator initially combines the single judgment with the weight that it has on structural safety expressed vectorially in the following form:
Given two fuzzy sets, for example, = small and = medium, the intersection between small and medium is defined as the fuzzy set = ∩ having the characteristic function shown in Figure 11 :
; ∀ ∈ . The fuzzy functions are represented by vectors 1× , and a discretization was chosen such that = 41. Therefore, the result of the procedure of intersection is a vector 1 × 41.
The combined effect of the judgment and the weight relative to each degradation was calculated (6), in order to evaluate whether the security level of an a priori assumption for the building visually inspected was altered. The security level is expressed by the initial value of the safety exponent . Following the regulations [22, 23] , it can be seen that has values ranging from 1 to 7, according to the limit state.
In the proposed method the variation range of the exponent is assumed to be the domain of the security level. Since the safety measurement is positive if ≥ 4, the value 7 represents the optimum value.
It is assumed a priori that the hypothesis of the structure under examination is designed and constructed in conformity with the regulations.
In this case we assume the structure, in presence of the loads required by regulations, to be in a safe condition. Therefore, if we refer to the value of the safety measure usually denoted by = 10 − [21] we can assume an a priori value of the exponent equal to 7.
We need then to establish a fuzzy relation between the judgment of a single type of deterioration and the evaluation of the safety exponent, by adopting a fuzzy composition according tõ(̃×̃)
=̃(̃∩̃) ∘̃(̃×̃) .
We know the value of the fuzzy relation ( ∩ ) given by (6) , while in order to derive the fuzzy relation ( × ) we need to use the inference procedure based on logical operations. We thus have the following rules of inference [8] [9] [10] 21 
]:
If is very small then is very small and is very large.
If
is small then is small and is large.
If is slightly small then is slightly small and is slightly large.
is medium then is medium and is medium.
is slightly large then is slightly large and is slightly small.
is large then is large and is small.
If is very large then is very large and is very small.
With each linguistic variable used for the safety exponent , a membership function ( ) is associated, and a triangular shape was chosen, between max = 7 and min = 2, as shown by Figure 12 
exponent
we discretize the domain [2, 7] of the fuzzy function using = 21 points and therefore 20 intervals of width equal to 0.05, thus obtaining a vector of dimensions 21 × 1. In Table 8 we showed the values for , , and for the chosen membership functions.
= (very small (VSS), small (SS), slightly small (SLSS), medium (MS), slightly large (SLLS), large (LS), and very large (VLS)).
The fuzzy relation ( × ) can be written as specified in (9) .
A fuzzy relation is a fuzzy set defined on multiple domains (multidimensional fuzzy set). Once expressed the fuzzy relations ( = 1, . . . , 7), with the merge operation between the fuzzy relations in × , were proceeded. The union operation is defined in (10) . Figure 13 shows graphically the result of the operation. A matrix of size × was obtained, in this case 41 × 21:
with ( , ) belonging to × :
The operation of combination (8) combines the fuzzy relations in different product spaces. In this study, reference was made to the composition of fuzzy relations proposed by Zadeh [4] . The result of this composition ( Figure 14) is a fuzzy set whose membership function is shown in (11) .
The result of the inference procedure gives the relation between the weight on the safety and the safety exponent itself; the result is expressed by a matrix × 1 which is obtained by considering the maximum value of each column of the final matrix (̃×̃):
In Figure 15 the value of the fuzzified safety factor was plotted giving visual lexical judgment = small and weight = medium, and this result is expressed by a onedimensional array 41 × 1.
In order to evaluate the effect that the weight has on the value of the safety exponent it is necessary to assess its value by defuzzifying the result (Figure 15 ) obtained in terms of a fuzzy set. It is necessary to get the value of the exponent of security as a real number to be able then to compare it with the value of the same a priori assumption depending on the state reference limit (1) .
In the literature [21] defuzzification is obtained by extracting the minimum value of the exponent which corresponds to the maximum membership. In this case, however, the results are not satisfactory because the defuzzified value does not vary in accordance with lexical judgement and weight variations. In the specific literature concerning fuzzy logic [4, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] this value can be obtained in various ways as the method of the center of the area and the method of the average of the maximum. In this particular case, it was considered convenient to take as the average value between the maximum value and the minimum value among those with maximum membership.
Giving the values = small and = medium we obtain = 5.12, with a maximum value of 6.25 and a minimum value of 4.00. It will be shown that the weight of the structural element can change this value that so far was affected only by the weight of the event of degradation . The membership functions ( ), associated with each linguistic variable small, medium, and large of the weight , have a domain membership of that is between 0 and 1. We decided to use membership functions of triangular asymmetrical shape shown in Figure 10 in which the value corresponding to the maximum membership function small corresponds to the average value of the defuzzified safety exponent. As can be seen from Figure 10 the midpoint of the safety factor is equal to 5.12, associated with the judgment of gravity = small and weight = medium, which corresponds to the maximum value of the membership function small of the weight associated with each structural element.
The value of the defuzzified exponent obtained from the final fuzzification procedure of Cartesian product ( × ) is defuzzified by choosing the average of the values of with maximum membership. Tables 12 and 13 show the coefficients obtained by varying the final weight of the structural element.
In Figure 16 it can be seen that, giving the weight small to the structural element, this does not change the starting value of the safety exponent that is equal to 5.12. However, both the weights medium and large modify the value of the exponent, decreasing its value within the range defined by the experts. Giving medium weight a final value of the safety factor equal to 4.69 was obtained (Figure 17 ), while giving weight large an even smaller value, that is, 4.5, was obtained ( Figure 18 ).
In Tables 13 and 14 the linguistic values of gravity and the resulting value assigned to each expression of degradation are shown.
In the last column of the table there is only one safety factor that takes into account the presence of the two expressions.
To obtain a single value an operation similar to what is done to assess the probability of failure in the case of a structural project was decided upon for which we have more causes of failure. A chain mechanism is assumed, in series, in which the probability of failure of each event of degradation is identified with the probability of failure of a single link in the chain, and the probability of failure of the entire chain, in the hypothesis of independence of the results of each loop, takes the expression [12-15, 21, 33, 34] 
where is the number of degradation types. From this the value of the combined safety exponent is obtained.
Analysis of Results
In Figure 3 , where each structural element is associated with a safety factor, it can be seen that although the same linguistic judgment of gravity has deliberately been given to the degradation expressions associated with the columns corresponding to different floors, the different weight given The choice of the weights was made using the following criteria: firstly the weight of columns of the ground floor is greater than the weight of the other elements of the structure and secondly a greater weight to the columns in respect to the beams is assigned and, within this differentiation, it is necessary to give greater weight to events related to shear degradation rather than to those related to bending.
Case 1: 1010-2010-3010 Row of Pilasters.
For the lower column E 1010-2010 to both manifestations of degradation the linguistic subjective judgment medium was assigned obtaining, respectively, = 3.88 and = 4.5 (the values are different because the weight that each manifestation of degradation has on safety is different, in particular large and medium, resp.).
The same linguistic judgment was given to the higher columns E 2010-3010 and accordingly the same results = 3.88 and = 4.5 were obtained (Table 12) .
The difference lies in the fact that the weight associated with the element E 1010-2010 is large, while the weight associated with the element E 2010-3010 is medium. These weights change, according to the fuzzy logic method, the value of the safety exponent associated with each manifestation of degradation, resulting for the structural element E 1010-2010 in weighed safety factors, respectively, equal to 3.25 and 3.88 (Table 12) , while for the element E 2010-3010 we obtain, respectively, a weighted safety factor equal to 3.44 and 4.13 (Table 12) .
It is clear then that both the weight large and the weight medium reduce the safety factor resulting in a different safety factor that depends on the weight that the structural element has within the hyperstatic structure. It is important to underline that the unweighted safety factor = 3.88 associated with the expression of deterioration under consideration (reinforcement corrosion) is close to the safety range limit equal to 4 and it is furthermore reduced to the value of 3.25 for the structural element E 1010-2010 and to the value of 3.44 for E 2010-3010 . Hence the different weight values further reduce the safety coefficient , in the interest of safety. In the same way the unweighted safety coefficient = 4.5 associated with the other expression of degradation (detachment of the concrete cover) is reduced to the value 3.88 for the structural element E 1010-2010 , while for the element E 2010-3010 it is reduced to the value 4.13. The safety condition is no longer satisfied when < 4.
The fuzzy procedure that relates the safety factor to the weight that the structural element has within the structure further reduces the coefficient within a range determined a priori by experts. In fact, attributing the weight large to both manifestations of degradation safety requirements are no longer satisfied in both cases, while attributing the weight medium safety condition is verified only in the case of the manifestation of degradation spalling.
Case 2: 1020-2020-3020 Row of Pilasters.
In the case under study, to the elements E 1020-2020 and E 2020-2030 and for both degradation events the linguistic judgment small was assigned, obtaining, respectively, = 5.12 and = 5.62 (Table 12 ) (different values of the safety coefficients are expected because the weight that each event has on the degradation of safety is different, medium and slightly small, resp.).
The weight associated with the element E 1020-2020 is large, while the weight associated with E 2020-3020 is medium. The result is that the structural element E 1020-2020 has weighed safety factors equal to 4.50 and 4.94, respectively (Table 12) , while the corresponding values for the element E 2020-3020 are 4.69 and 5.06 (Table 12) .
Also in this case both the weights large and medium reduce the safety coefficient obtaining different safety coefficients which depend on the weight that the structural element has in the hyperstatic structure. It should be noted that although the coefficient is reduced, it is still in a condition of safety because, for both elements, the final result is greater than the safety limit ( = 4).
Case 3: 1030-2030-3030
Row of Pilasters. In this case both E 3010-3020 and E 3020-3030 and for both manifestations of degradation the linguistic subjective judgment large was assigned obtaining, respectively, = 3.00 and = 3.25 (Table 12 ) (the weight that each event has on the degradation of safety is different, resp., very large and large).
The weight associated with the element E 3010-3020 is large, while the weight associated with the E 3020-3030 is medium. As a result for the structural element E 3010-3020 for the weighed safety factors the values of 2.50 and 2.75 were obtained (Table 12) , while for the element E 3020-3030 2.69 and 2.88 were obtained (Table 12) . Also in this case both the weight large and the weight medium reduce the value of , obtaining a safety coefficient which depends on the different weight that each structural element has in the hyperstatic structure.
These values lead to an unsafe condition alert for the structural element. The weight that the structural element has on the whole structure, respectively, large and medium, further reduces the safety coefficient .
Results for the Beams.
The weight associated with the beams is small. In the capacity design the weight of the beams is less than the weight of the columns of the ground floor (large) and the first floor (medium).
The attribution of weights medium and large to the structural element reduces the safety factor . This reduction is due to the importance of the element in the mechanism of collapse.
The value of of the structural element with weight small depends on the weight that the manifestation of degradation has on the element (Table 13 ).
Results of the Application to an Isostatic Structure
The use of fuzzy logic has allowed an objective result to be obtained, that is, judgment, which is influenced not only by the weight of the manifestation of degradation but also by its localization within the structure. This method was applied to a bridge placed along a road, the SS 195 in Cagliari (Italy), suffering from forms of degradation related to the ULS. The aim of this study is to manipulate through fuzzy logic the subjective linguistic judgments expressed by the inspecting staff on the visual signs of degradation in order to assess the current safety level of the deck of the bridge [15] . In the procedure it was decided to give simple linguistic judgements on the level of degradation and not to make any measurements because often, as in the case under examination, the structural elements are not easy to reach. The presence of water under the bridge physically prevents the measurements of the damage, at least not without considerable cost.
The manifestations of degradation common to beams are as follows: corrosion of the longitudinal lower bars 2 and the consequent detachment of the concrete cover 1 (two manifestations of degradation for the element ). These manifestations are present, in some elements, over the entire length of the beam, while in other places they are located in areas of limited extension.
The corrosion of the lower longitudinal bars, in this case, has different weight when localized at the middle rather than at the ends. Indeed, in a simply supported beam (static scheme of the present case) the kinematic collapse is unique and it occurs when a plastic hinge is formed in the middle. From here comes the need to assess the phenomenon of corrosion whereas the beam is divided into three parts: the centerline and the two left and right ends, consequently giving a different weight to the event itself, depending on its location. Such manifestations could affect the bearing capacity of the structural element by reducing the resistant section and for this reason are defined as ULS [23] . Table 14 , referred to the centerline, and Table 15 , referred to the end, show, for each type of degradation , the subjective linguistic judgment that the operator can choose for each beam , the weight that this judgment has on current safety of the structural element, and the resulting value of the exponent of safety obtained after inputting the data into the authors' software.
With the application of the proposed method, the visual inspection is "translated" into an objective examination of the state of deterioration of the structures under investigation. The numerical evaluation of the safety factor allows the safety operators to program targeted maintenance and in severe cases, which may involve a structural risk, perform more detailed investigations and consequently to set priorities of due actions. The peculiarity of the proposed method resides in separating the subjective aspect of the linguistic judgement of the gravity of the damage from the objective aspect, which is the weight that the damage has on safety. It is difficult to have control over the level of knowledge and expertise of the technicians assigned to visual inspections, since these qualities in practice are not homogeneous among the operators as it would be wished for.
Conclusions
In this paper a procedure suitable for the manipulation and interpretation of subjective linguistic judgments was developed resulting from a visual inspection of a construction, in order to assess, in a more objective and reliable way, the safety level of the building under examination.
With the application of the proposed method, the visual inspection is "translated" into an objective examination of the state of deterioration of the structures under investigation. The numerical evaluation of the safety factor allows safety inspector to program targeted maintenance and in severe cases, which may involve a structural risk, perform more detailed investigations and consequently to set priorities of due actions. The peculiarity of the proposed method resides in separating the subjective aspect of the linguistic judgement of the gravity of the damage from the objective aspect, which is the weight that the damage has on the safety and the weight that the element has within the structure. This method provides a quick, low cost, and reliable way of assessing the evolution of degradation in a building.
All the information coming from the visual inspections is managed, evaluated, and processed, thus realizing a management information system based on the authors' software.
Software is developed by the authors which implements their fuzzy logic procedure applied to lexical subjective judgements. The evolution of this procedure described in this paper not only considers the weight associated with the manifestation of degradation but also takes into consideration the weight that each element has on overall structural safety. This allows a specific assessment of detail and a broader assessment of the condition of the building as a whole taking into account the morphology of the structural system.
Interesting results were obtained in the applications described in the previous publications [12] [13] [14] [15] .
In this way, the costs resulting from this type of investigation are relatively low with no detriment on the reliability of the result which is reflected in the value of the safety factor . This information management system allows safety operators to sort the data resulting from visual inspection of the structures even when structural number is relevant. For each structure under study, the authors' system returns the safety factor for each structural element.
The goal of the proposed method is to evaluate and manage all the information coming from visual inspections. In this way, experts can, through the evaluation of the safety factor , assess with homogenous criteria the state of conservation of the structures under investigation, so that within a facility or across multiple facilities a hierarchy of interventions can be created.
